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ABSTRACTION

Quality result make an audit vital importance in activity make an audit, because by the quality high audit hence will be yielded by report result audit able to be trusted by as decision making base. Besides existence care spread out corruption case which have never complete, can undermine the society trust to report result audit and precision Government fixer Supervisor Intern Local Government. Sub-Provincal Inspectorate South Lampung summed up is auditor 60 people, continued to try to improve the quality result make an audit the. Object Audit becoming duty from Sub-Provincial Inspectorate Float the plenty south, started from on duty, body, fiche come up with the UPTD, Puskesmas, District And Countryside residing in Sub-Provincal scope South Lampung. Target research is to know membership Influence makes an audit and auditor independency by together toward quality result make an audit in Sub-Provincal Inspectorate South Lampung.

Research categorized by as research clarification or explanatory by using method survey by using questioner, where this research try to explain the relation/link and influence pass/through the hypothesis examination. Method intake sample is population research by checking entire/all population member that is counted 60 ficer people. Process the data analysis used by is doubled linear binary regression, considering there are more than one variable tied in research.